
           Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ 
 

  
 
Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer arrives to bounce away other people’s versions of 

reality that are not right for you. This is especially helpful for people who have 

been around others who are not only passionate about their beliefs, but 

determined to “win you over” to their way of believing.  Bizarre Beliefs 

Bouncer is very useful for people who have been “brainwashed” by 

individuals or groups. Even when back in your own community, such 

experiences can linger in the recesses of your mind and require bouncing! 

 

Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ channeled and manual written by:  

Mariah Windsong Couture ~February 19th, 2012 ~All Rights Reserved 
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Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer energy system assists you to release yourself from 

beliefs that are not in alignment with your inner self, your higher self, and 

soul. This “bouncer” is very effective at sorting and sifting through the 

currently held “as true” beliefs and bouncing away the ones that are not 

beneficial to you.  

 

Please understand that this may be very different for different people. While 

there are some “Truths” with a capital ‘T’, there are others that are specific to 

the individual. This means that beliefs can be intensely personal and what is 

accurate and right to believe for one person would be devastating for another 

person to believe. 

 

When you encounter a new belief, there is a decision that needs to be made 

within you. Do you accept this belief as true and take it as yours, or do you 

reject it. Many times a person will delay making that decision, assuming that 

the belief does not become theirs if they don’t claim it.  

 

As this energy system may show you, it is likely that other people’s beliefs 

have be pushing inside of you, to be believed and these previously foreign 

beliefs may have taken root. You might not even be aware that some of the 

things you do believe now, are a result of an unclaimed belief wiggling its way 

into your subconscious and being turned to as a reference point by your mind. 

 

Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer is here to free you from other peoples’ beliefs that 

have no place within you. This energy system will free your mind from the 

burden of beliefs that are incongruent with your core beliefs.  

 

Please understand that if it is in your highest joyful good to be considering a 

belief as to whether it will “hold up” as “True”, that belief will not be 

bounced. It is your inner and higher selves, together with your own personality 

and soul who determines, in one accord, what bizarre beliefs need to be 

bounced far away from you. 

 

Bizarre Beliefs that are not yours, truly can upset your inner balance. They can 

shake your faith and your hope in the future and life.  
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Some indicators that Bizarre Beliefs might be adversely affecting you are: 

 

Difficulty maintaining inner peace. 

 

Increased rolling fears that are unusual for you. 

 

Remembering that a belief or concept you heard about seemed weird, 

then noticing changes in your night dreams 

or what you worry about. 

 

Decrease of your usual strong faith after being around certain people. 

 

Decrease of your hope for a prosperous and safe future 

after people asserting their life perspective and beliefs. 

 

If you notice your plans for the future have changed based on someone else’s 

fear for what may or may not happen. 

 

If you’ve become pessimistic in regards to whether economic conditions will 

support your work and you used to not care what others’ opinions were. 

 

If you’ve had an experience where you were sequestered from the outside 

world and taught someone else’s beliefs, and made to accept them. 

 

If you went to classes or group meetings that initially were interesting and 

soon you started questioning your own beliefs 

and then started changing your diet, clothing choices and reading material. 

 

If the new beliefs included giving over your power to others and letting them 

think for you, because they “know better than you” what is right for you 

in your life. 

 

If your new beliefs isolate you from your community and family, 

causing you to give dedication to new people who make you 

give them much of your time and earnings. 

 

If old beliefs are the bizarre and limiting ones,  keeping you afraid. 
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An attunement or empowerment is a dose of energy frequencies that ‘match’ 

the energy of this Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer energy system. 

 

Once you have received that dose of energy, your body and spirit will 

recognize that energy and easily access the energy stream from Eternal Sacred 

Source that IS the energy stream of this particular energy system. 

 

Attunements can be sent long distance by means of an energy sphere, often 

called a chi-ball and it is kept safe by your Angels and guides of Eternal Light. 

It is released to you when you ‘call it in’, like a prayer to receive it. 

 

 

Please spend a few minutes to invite the attunement your teacher sent you of 

Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™, to release fully unto you. Simply say, out loud or 

in your mind: “I ask to fully receive my  Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer as sent out 

by my teacher and made perfect by Eternal Sacred Source, NOW!”  

 

Think of a ball of light and energy above your head that opens up and streams 

down into the top of your head. 

   

Your attunement will easily arrive to you because Eternal Source is not limited 

by space or time. Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ energies arrive to your body and 

energy fields, assisting to protect your inner most sense of what is true for 

you.        

 

When you are ready to receive assistance from your Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer, 

recline and relax. It is important to remain in one location for between 10 and 

30 minutes. If you happen to feel subtle energies you may get the sense of 

“something happening behind the scenes of your mind” while this energy 

system is active for you.  

 

Say, audibly or in your mind: “Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer, Activate for me!” 

 

When you give that direction, by speaking that affirmation, Bizarre Beliefs 

Bouncer will work in a very general, yet effective manner for you. 
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If you’d like to lift up a topic, worry, fear or belief that you’d like the Bizarre 

Beliefs Bouncer to scan, please do so mentally directly after activating the 

energy. You may wish to repeat the activation phrase after each new topic or 

belief is lifted up in your mind. 

 

By “lifting up in your mind”, I am referring to the act of resting your mind, 

your thoughts lightly upon a particular topic, worry, fear or belief.  

 

In this way you are directing and pointing your Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer at a 

particular area for it to attend to. This is a personal use only energy system, 

please don’t activate it for other people without their permission. Beliefs are 

intensely personal and are to only be reviewed for dismissal or retained by the 

individual person. 

 
Benefits of Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer may include, but are not limited to: 

 

Ease of determining your own beliefs and anchoring them firmly. 

 

Easily discard beliefs that are obviously not yours. 

 

Easily step forth with confidence in life, free of other people’s fear. 

 

Know the release of control by others over you and your life. 

 

Easily re-focus your life on goals that are your own. 

 

Step into a prosperous phase of your life. 

 

Reconnect in a new way with people 

whom you love and who 

respect you. 

 

Enjoy the freedom of having beliefs that make sense to you without 

requiring the approval of other people. 

 

Enjoy the sovereignty of living secure in your own faith 

and feeling that life is getting better and better! 
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If you are a Reiki or Seichim Master Teacher, you can confidently send a 

Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ attunement in the manner which is most sacred to 

you. 

 

Advise your student on the best way to receive the attunement you have sent 

out. Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ manual must be included fully intact with no 

changes when its attunement is provided. 

 

If you are not a Reiki or Seichim Master Teacher, you can still pass along an 

attunement to Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer by following these directions and 

sincerely wanting to pass the attunement.  

 

Please ask your energy team, your helping healing guardians in the Light of 

Eternal Sacred Source, to bring you a Sphere of Light. 

 

It doesn’t matter if you can see it or not. It doesn’t matter if you can perceive 

it or not. Trust that the Sphere of Light is there and ready to hold a dose of the 

energy frequency of Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™. 

  

Activate and pray, asking for all of your helping healing ones in the Light of 

Eternal Sacred Source to send the Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ attunement for 

(name of student) into the Sphere of Eternal Light. Ask that it be sealed and 

carried to (name of student).  

 

Ask that it be securely protected by that person’s guardians in the Light of 

Eternal Sacred Source until the person ‘calls in’ their Bizarre Beliefs 

Bouncer™ attunement. Intend that their attunements release perfectly to them 

at that time. And so it is complete!  

 

Now notify your student that their empowerment is ready to be ‘called in’ and 

tell them to relax and spend a few minutes receiving their meet and greet their 

Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer energies!  Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ is an original 

energy system channeled by Rev. Mariah Windsong Couture, RGMT and is 

unlike any other or any system that may arrive in the future by anyone. 

February 19th, 2012   ~All Rights Reserved 
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Attention Resellers:  From February 19th  through March 2nd , 2012 Mariah 

Windsong and Rosemary Noel have exclusive rights to sell, or gift Bizarre 

Beliefs Bouncer energy system’s attunement and manual.  

 

Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer  has a minimum price of $25.00 USD each or the 

equivalent in your currency and do so after. Always provide this manual with 

any Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ attunement, fully intact, with no changes. 

 

Please sell this energy system for $25 or a higher amount compensatory with 

other highly respected, pure divine energy system in your local region or 

country.  

 
By accepting these attunements, you agree that Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ 

may NEVER be traded for another system. You agree that if you pass an 

attunement of Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ it will either be sold by accepting 

money in currency or you’ll gift it if you feel so guided. Never post this 

manual on any site. Always send it directly to your student by email or print 

and physically hand it to them or mail it to the intended recipient. 

 

Uncertified self attunements of this energy system may be used for personal 

self healing, but do not certify you as a Master or teacher of this system. 

Uncertified self attunements do not provide you with a certificate, lineage or 

confirmation.  

 
If you copy text or any portion of this manual please display my name 

prominently as author. Please contact Mariah at spectrumray@hotmail.com 

for permission to translate this manual.  If you translate you agree to send 

author a copy and manual must portray the meanings of the energy 

descriptions accurately.  
 

Disclaimer:  For Legal Reasons, Mariah Windsong Couture states that this Bizarre Beliefs Bouncer™ 

attunement/empowerments is/are for entertainment purposes only.  It is not affiliated with any form of 

natural energy healing, and is not to be confused with any other system of attunement, empowerment or 

initiation now, in the past, or to come in the future. This empowerment/attunement  is not meant to 

replace any professional medical or legal advice.  Mariah Windsong Couture is not engaged in rendering 

medical service or diagnosis of any kind. Mariah Windsong Couture has made every effort to provide 
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accurate information and takes no responsibility for recommendations made and no guarantees are 

issued toward the validity of information.  By receiving the empowerment/attunement  in this manual 

you are agreeing to indemnify Mariah Couture from and against any and all claims of libel, defamation, 

and violation of rights of privacy or publicity and infringement of intellectual property or loss or damage 

allegedly caused.  Mariah Windsong Couture is not responsible for claims made by others in advertising 

this empowerment. You further agree to indemnify Mariah Windsong Couture from all liabilities and 

expenses including lawyer’s fees arising from such claims based on this manual. This manual may contain 

inaccuracies and typographical errors. By purchasing this manual or receiving this empowerment or 

attunement, you acknowledge that any reliance on such opinions, statements, energy or energy streams 

or information shall be at your sole risk. Mariah Windsong Couture reserves the right, by her discretion 

to correct any error or omission or change this manual as she sees fit, by revising the manual. It is your 

duty to check and see if updates and revisions to the manual have been made.  

February 19th, 2012 

 

Some content falls under the “fair use” permission to copy. 

All photos I own lifetime license to use commercially. 

 

Other Original Divine Energy Systems 

Founded by Mariah Windsong 

always available first at Cosmic Goddess Empowerments 

 

Please browse and purchase my systems from Rosemary at: 

http://CosmicGoddessEmpowerments.com 
4th Eye Activation 

Acupressure Therapy 

Agrimony Shakti (for sale only) 

Ajna Lense 

Alabaster Caverns Empowerment 

Amplified Tachyon Mirror Body Deflector 

Angelic Elemental Templates  

Angelic Elim  

Angelic Erelim 

Angelic Ishim  

Angelic Ophanim 

Angelic Sealtiel Empowerment 

Arch Angel Michael Alignment 

Ascension Vibration 

Astral Body Radiance 

Augustus Empowerment 

Azure Shakti (for connection with your soul) 

Bandicoot Berry Plant Empowerment w/ Leea Indica Cancer Inhibitor 

Barberry Plant Empowerment 

Bio Life 

Bio Life Fuel 

Bio Life Kundalini 

Bio Life Spiritual Awakening 

Bio Life Sphere and Bio Life Elixir 
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Blood Care 

Body Care ~ for the spaces between your cells! 

Bone Care 

Calla Lily Deva 

Cedar Smudge (Ethereal) 

Chaos Flush 

Chiropractic Care 

Clairsentient Awakening 

Connective Tissue Service 

Copper Elemental Spirit Empowerment 

Craniosacral Care 

Crossing Over Brigade (for sale only) 

Crystal Being Therapy 

Da’at Void of Potential Awakening 

Depression Eclipse 

Digestive Care 

Diltiazem Essence  

Disappointment Flush 

Divine Provision Reiki 1-3 

Dream Scenario Clearance 

Drop-in Care  

Earth Soul Anointing 

Efficient Memory Empowerment 

Elohim of Emanation Empowerment  

Emotional Care 

Epsilon Aurigae Empowerment (a star) 

Epsilon Ident Chamber 

Etheric Hand Awakening  

Eternal Trikaya 

Eternally Exalted Sexuality 2011 

Excess Fat Care 

Feline Love 

Flicker Empowerment 

Financial Fear Flush 

Flow Care of the Lymphatic Care Systems 

Fluorite Cluster Empowerment 

Foot Care 

Force Factor Five Fear Flush 

Four Fold Circle Security 

Fractal Reiki Levels 1-3 

Full Presence 2011 

Ganesha Anointing 

Goddess Fortuna 

Hand Care 

Heart Care with Valve and Vessel Care 

Heart Root Chakra Synergy 

Histamine Blocker Field 

Holograph Brain Root Flush 

Hydrostatic Pressure Adjustment 

Image Impact Intensity Reducer 

Inadequacy Flush 

Infection Inhibitor Field 

Injustice Flush  

Inner Body Protector  

Inner Truth Reiki 

Intelligence Awakening 
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Inter-Demensional Medical Team 

Joint Care 

Kidneys and Bladder Care 

Kundalini Omega Minus Function Activations Levels 1-5 

Labradorite Sphere (headache relief) 

Lattice Bridge  2010 (for long distance energy work safely) 

LaVa Reiki 

Lavandula Officinalis Attunement 

Leyline Bio Life Symmetry 

Life Light 

Light Concentration Increase Rays 

Liquid Love 

Liver Care 

Llama Empowerment 

Love Gratitude Octave 

Loyalty Empowerment 

Lung Care 

Mea Nang Kwak Empowerment (coming soon) 

Media Influence Flush 

Mental Care 

Mountain Laurel Deva Empowerment 2010 

Moxibustion Therapy 

My Eternal Love 

My Way Home 

Nadi Care 

Nerve Care 

Nickel Body Protector with Ethereal Taenite 

Opulent Living Empowerment 

Orchid Empowerment 

Pancreas Care  

Parental Pattern Flush 

Pearlized Silver Seichim levels 1-3 

Pelvic Basket Shakti Set 

Pregnancy Care  

Prolific Sales Activation 

Proper Perspective Empowerment 

Punishment Flush 

Purchase Attraction Rays 

Pure Perpetual Potency (raising your energy by numbers) 

Radium Chakra Protector 

Replenishing Shakti 

Rainwater Tea Essence 

Random Increasing Numerical Generator Shield Overlay 

Resentment Flush 

River Sleep 

Root Chakra Re-Alignment 

Sandals Empowerment 

Self Knowledge Rays with Self Acceptance Rays 

Sephiroth Care 

Sexual Imprint Flush 

Shaman Care Session 

Skin Care 

Slate Shakti (for your lower self) 

Snow Spirits Empowerment 

Soul Care Levels 1-5 

Sovereignty Empowerment  
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Sphagnum Moss Gifts 

Spirulina Spectrum Ray 

Spiritual Course Composition Initiation 

Strategic Skills Empowerment 1-2 

Strength Movers of the Light Card Deck System 

Subconscious Healing Shakti 

Synapse Care  

Synergy Within Empowerment 

Telepathy Gene Awakening 

Thymus Heart Activation 

Toning Vibration 

Tooth Care 

Tornado Tension Tamer 

Tourmaline Spectrum Ray 

Trager Team 

Trauma Care 

Triple Warmer Meridian Care 

Virus Inhibitor Field 

Vocal Cord Care 

Universes Within Key Awakenings (101-106 available thus far. Initiations and Interpretation of Keys of Enoch) 

Wing Care 

Womb Care 

Worry Flush 

Wound Healer Reiki Levels 1-3 

Yellow Dock Plant Empowerment 

YodHehVodHeh - 15 Permutations of the YHVH Mantra 

Yungang Grottoes Empowerment 

Ze’Or Continuum Empowerment 

 
 
 


